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From bestselling author duo Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff comes the exciting finale in the
trilogy that broke the mold and has been called "stylistically mesmerizing" and "out-of-this-world-
awesome."Kady, Ezra, Hanna, and Nik narrowly escaped with their lives from the attacks on
Heimdall station and now find themselves crammed with 2,000 refugees on the container ship,
Mao. With the jump station destroyed and their resources scarce, the only option is to return to
Kerenza--but who knows what they'll find seven months after the invasion? Meanwhile, Kady's
cousin, Asha, survived the initial BeiTech assault and has joined Kerenza's ragtag underground
resistance. When Rhys--an old flame from Asha's past--reappears on Kerenza, the two find
themselves on opposite sides of the conflict. With time running out, a final battle will be waged
on land and in space, heros will fall, and hearts will be broken.A KIRKUS REVIEWS BEST
BOOK OF 2018

"Kaufman and Kristoff draw their trilogy to a satisfying end with an out-of-this-world finale."—
Booklist, starred review"An adrenaline-pumping action story with timely themes and lasting
resonance thanks to the focus on the characters' humanity."—Kirkus, starred reviewAbout the
AuthorAmie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff, collectively, are 12.5" tall and live in Melbourne, Australia,
with two long-suffering spouses, two rescue dogs, and a plentiful supply of caffeine. They met
thanks to international taxation law, and stuck together due to a shared love of blowing things up
and breaking hearts. You can learn more about Amie at amiekaufman.com or @AmieKaufman;
Look for Jay at jaykristoff.com or @misterkristoff --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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RisingChief Prosecutor: Gabriel Crowhurst, BSA, MFS, JDChief Defense Counsel: Kin Hebi,
BSA, ARP, JDTribunal: Hua Li Jun, BSA, JD, MD; Saladin Al Nakat, BSA, JD; Shannelle
Gillianne Chua, BSA, JD, OKTWitness: Leanne Frobisher, Director of Acquisitions, BeiTech
Industries, MFA, MBA, PhDDate: 11/04/76Timestamp: 13:06—cont. from pg. 1172—Crowhurst,
G: Perhaps we should get proceedings under way? Miss Donnelly, is the video feed operating at
your end?Donnelly, H: We can see you, Mr. Crowhurst.Crowhurst, G: Thank you for making
yourself available to us today. Please state your name and occupation for the record.Donnelly, H:
Hanna Alimah Donnelly. I don’t really have an occupation. My father was Charles Donnelly,
commander of Jump Station Heimdall.Al Nakat, S: Miss Donnelly, the tribunal must again
remind you that remote testimony is a privilege, not a right. One can’t help but notice your so-
called Illuminae Group has a flair for the dramatic. Should these proceedings devolve into
melodrama or farce, I will not hesitate to suspend the session, do you understand?Donnelly, H:



We understand, Your Honor.Crowhurst, G: Miss Donnelly, you’ve already been sworn in. Do you
understand the penalties for providing fraudulent testimony to a United Terran Authority tribunal?
Donnelly, H: I’m sure Dr. Frobisher’s lawyers can explain it to me. Pretty certain they would’ve
warned her before she got on the witness stand for her comedy routine.Hebi, K: Objection!
Donnelly, H: Hello, Leanne. Nice suit. A Feeney original, am I right?Frobisher, L: [inaudible]Hebi,
K: Your Honors—Al Nakat, S: Miss Donnelly, these are exactly the kind of theatrics I will not
tolerate. You will address the tribunal members or counsel only, or we will find you in contempt.
Do I make myself clear?Donnelly, H: Yes, Your Honor. Crystal.Crowhurst, G: Miss Donnelly, the
tribunal has already covered the first and second segments of the Illuminae Files, addressing
the initial invasion of Kerenza IV by BeiTech Industries—Hebi, K: Objection. Alleged
invasion.Chua, S: Sustained.Crowhurst, G: Apologies. Alleged invasion.We’ve reviewed records
of the battle between the Lincoln and the Alexander. From there we moved on to the alleged
siege of Jump Station Heimdall by BeiTech special operatives and the arrival of WUC science
vessel Hypatia.Donnelly, H: Don’t forget the universe almost imploding. Twice.Crowhurst, G:
Quite. And yet you still haven’t explained how you’re talking to us now. Jump Station Heimdall
was destroyed. If, as you claim, you and Heimdall’s remaining population traveled to the Kerenza
system before the station’s destruction, using the ship belonging to Travis Falk—the Mao—you
would have been trapped there with the crew of the Hypatia, with no way of returning to the
Core. With the wormhole down, you wouldn’t even be able to transmit to us.Donnelly, H: Ten
points.Crowhurst, G: So where are you right now, Miss Donnelly?Donnelly, H: I’m not at liberty to
say.Crowhurst, G: But you’re not in the Kerenza system?Donnelly, H: That’d be impossible. The
Illuminae Group saved two universes from annihilation in a hyperspatial paradox event, but we’re
not miracle workers.Jun, H: Miss Donnelly, please answer the question.Donnelly, H: Sorry. No.
The answer is no. We’re not in Kerenza.Crowhurst, G: Very well. So, given that it should have
been a trip of several thousand years back to the Core without jump travel, would you care to
explain to the tribunal how it is you and your colleagues escaped the system?Donnelly, H: …Not
all of us did.Crowhurst, G: I beg your pardon?Donnelly, H: Not all of us escaped Kerenza, Mr.
Crowhurst.Crowhurst, G: Are you saying some of your group are still there?Donnelly, H: I’m
saying they’ll never leave. That’s the point of all this. That’s why we’re here today. To tell the story
for everyone who can’t tell you themselves. To shine a light. To speak for the dead, Mr.
Crowhurst.The dead, Dr. Frobisher.Al Nakat, S: Miss Donnelly, I will not warn you again!
Donnelly, H: …I’m sorry, Your Honor.Crowhurst, G: Miss Donnelly, perhaps we can start at the
beginning. Given your predicament after Heimdall’s demolition, how did you escape the Kerenza
system?Donnelly, H: That’s a long story. And it includes some people you haven’t met yet. See,
what we didn’t know at the time, what nobody knew until after Heimdall Station was destroyed,
was that there were still survivors on Kerenza IV.[sound of crowd]Jun, H: Order! Order in the
court!Crowhurst, G: I’m sorry, Miss Donnelly. Survivors?Donnelly, H: Think about it. Four
dreadnoughts attacked the planet in the initial invasion, along with Mobile Jump Platform
Magellan. The Alexander crippled Magellan, so nobody could jump out of the system, but only



two dreads were actually destroyed. The others were still in orbit around Kerenza IV, with no way
to get home.Crowhurst, G: So there was a BeiTech force on the planet?Donnelly, H: Correct. By
the time Hypatia reached the Heimdall waypoint, the occupying force had been stranded
planetside for almost seven months. Along with a bunch of colonists who never made it out on
the Alexander fleet.Crowhurst, G: But wouldn’t these dreadnoughts and their BeiTech crew have
been able to transmit a message to Rapier, the BeiTech operative on Heimdall? BeiTech would
have known these survivors were there, surely.Donnelly, H: This is a little complex to explain.
Fortunately, we just happen to have assembled a file on the topic…Frobisher, L: Of course you
have.Donnelly, H: No need to be snippy, Leanne.Is everyone sitting comfortably? Anyone need
to go to the bathroom bef—Al Nakat, S: Miss Donnelly…Donnelly, H: Okay, if you can open your
readers to Page 1?Once upon a time, on a little speck of ice at the ██ end of the universe known
as Kerenza IV…PERSONNEL TRANSFER DIRECTIVE—PRIORITY ONE—AUTHORIZATION:
SŪN 7802-024-BTNIncept: 08/16/75Name: LINDSTROM, RhysRank: SpecialistCurrent
Assignment: Electronics Support, Mobile Jump Platform MagellanNew Assignment: Electronics
Repair & Logistics, Planet Kerenza IVSpecialist Lindstrom,Happy belated Terra Day, and allow
me to apologize in advance for what may be an unwelcome assignment.I understand you’ve
done sterling work aboard Mobile Jump Platform Magellan while in orbit around Kerenza IV and
assisted ably in the containment of the warp storm spilling from Magellan’s damaged hermium
containment system. Your supervisors speak highly of your skills and dedication to BeiTech
Industries and the Orbital Corps.Unfortunately, unexpected difficulties have arisen at the
Kerenza IV beachhead, resulting in a shortfall of technical staff. Therefore, you are hereby
ordered to report to First Lieutenant Christie, Delta Company, 4th Platoon. You will accompany
4th Platoon on their next rotation down on the Kerenza IV colony (commencing
08/17/75).Understand this is not a punishment, Specialist. You have done exemplary work, and
the situation planetside demands the presence of our very best and brightest. With the warp
storm contained and communication with our personnel aboard Jump Station Heimdall now
possible, I have no doubt command will relieve us soon.Should communication with BeiTech HQ
prove fruitless, TechEng informs me Magellan will be capable of jump travel in two weeks.
However, due to the containment breach, Magellan’s hermium stores are almost entirely
depleted. As a result, safeguarding production in the Kerenza hermium mine is now Priority
One.Lieutenant Christie will brief you fully aboard flagship Churchill and assign you a protection
detail for the duration of your stay on Kerenza IV. I have every faith you will perform your duties
with customary excellence and help ensure our final victory.Sūn HuojinAdmiral, BeiTech
Industries Orbital CorpsCommander, BT013-TN Churchill, Assault Fleet KerenzaINCEPT:
08/17/75 08:46Guest_17: u there?Guest_03: yaGuest_17: set to go?Guest_03: wut r u my
███ing motherGuest_17: this is serious goddamm itGuest_03: glad you here to tell me these
thingsGuest_17: just dont ███ it upGuest_17: gonna hear enough ███ from the others about
this without it being a fail tooGuest_03: is there a meet?Guest_17: yeah 15:00 at shift
breakGuest_03: waste of time. all talk, no walkGuest_17: not anymore. Sick of this ███ as



youGuest_17: you sure you’re gtg?Guest_03: just sit back and watch the fireworksGuest_03:
and relax ffs, you’ll live longerGuest_17: you know none of us are going to live through
thisGuest_03: maybe notGuest_03: but we’ll live longer than these BeiTech ██holes, at
leastGuest_03: they can keep our seats warm in hellFootage begins with an audio track only.
There’s a hiss of static as systems come online. The bass drone of engines rumbling over the
tremors of atmospheric reentry and snatches of soft conversation.“—so I said to her, ‘Fem, I
didn’t see your name on him, and if you can’t kee—’ ”“—nly been three weeks since our last
rotation, chum. This is bull—”“—frostbite. Lost both hands and his nose if you—”“—insurgency
my ██—”A flicker of snow rolls across my screens as the feeds fade into view.We’re in the belly
of a BeiTech Locust—a surface-to-orbit shuttle built for heavy lifting during planetside incursions.
The surfaces are gunmetal gray, lit by strips of scuffed red fluorescence. A wall of monitors
dances with data. The ship’s a military transport, armored and armed for business. On the rear
bay doors, beneath the phoenix logo of BeiTech Industries, three words are spray-painted in
neat stenciled letters.The holy trinity of every corp grunt’s
life.COMPANYCOMMANDERCORPSThe Locust’s belly is filled with soldiers. Orbital infantry,
aka “ground pounders,” trained for atmo-to-surface seizure operations. Two dozen men and
women, most in their early twenties, each busy encasing themselves in the sleek lines of an
Armored Tactical Light Assault Suit’s plasteel and ballistics-grade nanofiber weave, painted in
the white and gray of winter camouflage. They look like a cross between praying mantises and
knights from the archive vids, except Sir Lancelot never carried a gun big enough to kill a
building with.Every ATLAS is fitted with a shoulder-mounted personal cam. The footage quality
from their feeds is good, audio is excellent. I’ll say one thing for BeiTech: When they plan an
illegal planetary invasion/genocide, they don’t spare any expense.One soldier stands out in the
crowd. Quiet amid the familiar banter. He’s younger than the rest. Eighteen, maybe nineteen. His
ATLAS is showroom new; no dings or scuffs or scars, none of the hand-drawn decorations that
distinguish one pounder’s faceless suit from another. He has a square jaw. Sharp gray eyes, just
a touch too wide. Sandy blond hair, styled into a quiff that, if it doesn’t violate regulations, damn
well should. It sure as ███ violates the laws of gravity. One of my fellow vid analysts—who insists
on peering over my shoulder as I work—says she would “hit that like it owed her all the ISĦ in the
’verse.”The name LINDSTROM, RHYS is stenciled on his breastplate.Pretty as the kid might be,
when his fellow soldiers look at him at all, they do it with narrowed eyes.“███ing cherry…,” one
sneers.“Green as grass.”“He old enough to have turf on the pitch, you think?”“Ask your
sister.”“Hey, ███ you, Oshiro.”“Say please, loverboy.”LINDSTROM, RHYS, stays silent during the
exchange. Frowning at the power couplings on his ATLAS. He practically has an I HAVE NEVER
WORN ONE OF THESE BEFORE sign flashing over his head, but none of his squaddies offer to
help with the rig.“Ten-hut! Officer on deck!”Lindstrom and his fellow soldiers snap to attention as
an armored figure stalks into the bay, boots thudding on temperfoam floors. He’s built like a tank,
not wearing his helmet yet. Dark eyes and short salt-and-pepper hair. Tā-moko tattooed on one
half of a grizzled face. The name CHRISTIE is stenciled on the battered breastplate next to his



lieutenant’s pips. The words I AM YOUR GOD NOW are neatly handwritten above it.He surveys
his troops, appraising each in turn.“At ease.”The soldiers relax slightly, feet apart, hands behind
backs.“Good morning, pounders.”“Morning, sir!” come two dozen barks.“I know we had no time
for a full briefing before dusting off from the Churchill. Apologies for interrupting your beauty
sleep. ███ knows Woźniak could use some more.”A hulking soldier with a face like a dropped
pie grins wide as the lieutenant smirks in his direction. The name WOŹNIAK is printed on his
breastplate, but he’s scribbled it out and written DUKE above it. His scars are numerous, fresh
and, given the nanotech a frontline BeiTech unit is packing, probably left there by request.“I’m
also aware we had four more sols before our next Kerenza rotation was due to commence,”
Lieutenant Christie continues. “So skipping the foreplay, here’s the sitrep:“At 23:47 last night,
Kerenza IV time, a malfunction occurred in the internal environment system of the Kerenza town
hall, which had been refitted as our officers’ barracks. As a result, the system began pumping
pure CO into the hall. By the time the system fault was discovered, thirty-seven of our officers
were dead of carbon monoxide poisoning.”“███ me,” Woźniak whispers.“Goddamn rebs,”
another mutters.The Locust bucks in the turbulence. Christie raises his voice over the rising
murmurs.“I know what you’re thinking. But it’s possible the fault wasn’t the result of sabotage.
Even so, Admiral Sūn is upping planetside presence. Until further notice, all rotations run six
weeks surface, two weeks orbit. So I hope you packed your mittens, fems and chums. Because
we’re in for a stay and it’s cold down there.”The mood of the troops darkens along with the cabin
lighting.“Questions?” Christie asks.A soldier with dark hair and a cheekful of chewing tobacco
raises a hand.“I got a question.”“It’s not the one about where babies come from, is it, Private
Day?”The soldier grins, shifts his chaw from one cheek to the other. “Why don’t we just line
these damn pitdiggers up against the wall and X the ███ing lot of them, Top?”“Well now, that’s a
wonderful plan, Private,” Christie nods. “And I suppose you’re going to operate the hermium
processors when the civis are all sixed? Got an engineering degree in between combat tours
and ███ing your cousins, did you?”“So X their kids instead,” the private insists. “That’ll teach the
rebs to ███ with us.”“The fact we have the miners’ families under lock and key is the only thing
keeping the hermium outfit operational,” Christie growls. “We X them, the mine shuts down and
we got no juice for Magellan. The official party line is still that there is no insurgency among the
populace. So unstrap your head from your ██ and leave the thinking for the Logistics
Department.”Day’s face sours, but he shuts up. Christie raises an eyebrow, waiting for any more
inquiries. In the silence, a slender woman with bobbed black hair nods at the boy.“Who’s the
cherry, LT?”“This is Specialist Lindstrom.” Lieutenant Christie slaps the blond kid heavy on the
shoulder. “Electronics tech on loan from theMagellan. He’ll be overseeing systems maintenance
in the Kerenza colony until further notice.”“What happened to Albretto? Or Ingram and
Couzens?”“They were in the barracks when Dr. Monoxide paid a visit. They’re deep six.”“And this
kid is their replacement?” The woman glances at Lindstrom in disbelief. “What is he, twelve? He
can’t even put on a ███ing ATLAS, LT.”“Well, thank you for volunteering to help him, Sergeant
Oshiro.” The ink on Christie’s face twists with his humorless smile. “Since you’re so concerned,



you’ll be the specialist’s shadow until further notice. And as you’re nice enough to point out,
we’re shorthanded on techheads, so if anything happens to him, it’s your ██ in my line of fire.
Understood?”The woman blinks. Jaw tightening.“…Sir, yessir.”The Locust’s internal PA
crackles.“Top, this is Conn. Five minutes to surface, over.”“All right, pounders!” Christie roars.
“You heard the lady, five minutes to powder. Temperature is six below, wind at eighty klicks, so
don’t forget your booties. If a single one of you choobs even thinks about X-ing out on this
rotation, I will personally haul myself down into hell just to kick your sorry ██, is that
understood?”“Sir, yessir!”“I can’t hear you!”“Sir, yessir!”“Your lives belong to BeiTech and your
██es belong to me. A pounder does not die unless they are given permission to die, is that
understood?”“Sir, yessir!”“I can’t ███ing hear you!”“Sir, yessir!”Christie points to the BeiTech
logo and motto painted on the hangar doors.“Company! Commander! Corps!”“Corps!
Hooah!”Twenty-four fists slam onto twenty-four breastplates. Lindstrom’s is only a little off the
pace. Christie surveys his troops one more time before nodding.“Out-███ing-standing. As you
were.”Without another word, the lieutenant turns and stalks back the way he came.The soldiers
set about finishing their prep. Weapons check. Temperature regulators. Signal strength. Six and
a half months into their occupation of the WUC’s little hermium outfit, they’re a well-oiled
machine. All the parts meshing except one. Lindstrom is still struggling with his suit when he
looks up to find Sergeant Oshiro standing in front of him, hands on hips.This close, I can see
through Lindstrom’s cam that she’s not much older than he is. Japanese descent, slice of
Eurobloc in there somewhere. Hard brown eyes. Pretty in a “do not ███ with me” kind of way. The
words THOU SHALT NOT KILL are printed on her breastplate. She’s almost a foot shorter than
he is, but somehow seems to tower over him.“How many times you worn an ATLAS, Cherry?”“…
Just in training, ma’am.”After watching him struggle a moment longer, glancing up at that
ridiculous quiff, she slaps the kid’s hands away.“Watch. Learn.”She runs him through the routine.
Methodical. Checking to make sure he’s paying attention. The Locust rocks hard as it hits
turbulence, and Lindstrom stumbles. Oshiro barely moves. When she’s done, the sergeant
raises an eyebrow at the kid.“Got it?”“I think so.”“You better do more than think so. Kerenza hits
seventy below once the sun goes down. You flub your seal integrity and step outside into that,
you’ll be frostbitten before you feel the sting.”The kid blinks. “You’re kidding, right?”Oshiro turns
to another pounder. The scarred one. “Hey, Duke, you remember Stohl?”“███ yeah.” The big
man shudders theatrically. “I still have nightmares.”“Why?” The kid glances between them. “What
happened?”The man called Duke grimaces. “Temp regulator in her ATLAS blew on midnight
patrol. She was half-frozen by the time she got back to the OC. They took off her suit, and most
of her skin came with it.”The kid swallows. Wordlessly, he sets about copycatting Oshiro’s routine
to seal his suit as Duke winks at a few of his comrades. To his credit, Lindstrom seems a quick
study; he only fumbles once getting himself sorted.“Good.” Oshiro nods.Lindstrom flashes the
sergeant a lady-killer smile. “Thanks.”“Save it, prettyboy,” she sighs. “You can thank me legit by
not getting your stupid ██ X-ed out before Christie takes me off babysitting duty.”Lindstrom’s
lady-killer smile dies—he’s not used to it failing, by the look.“What’s the big deal? We’re just



standing guard over a bunch of colonists, right?”Guffaws echo around the troop bay. The PA
warns the pounders they’re two minutes from surface. Engines roar hard as the Locust slows its
descent. The whole ship is bucking like it’s in an earthquake. Oshiro is smiling at the kid, hard
and sharp.“You silver spooners on the Magellan don’t get much word about what goes down on
the surface, do you?”“We’ve been a little busy up there,” the kid snaps. “You know, fixing a
breach in the vortex containment system. Trying to stop a cascading warp storm from swallowing
the entire planet. Get some comms out. Maybe get the wormhole generator running one of these
years, so we can jump the ███ out of here. It was a little complicated.”“That so?” Oshiro tilts her
head. “Well, down here, it’s real simple, Cherry. You do what I say, when I say it. You step where I
step. You move when I move. Clear?”“I think I’ll manage.” The kid stares defiantly. “It’s not like
we’re going into battle here.”“Oh, maybe not a knock-’em-down-shoot-’em-up.” Oshiro nods. “But
you bet your ██ there’s folks down there gunning for you. And these pitdiggers aren’t gonna do
anything as stupid as shoot at you when we’ve got their families locked up. But they will ███ with
you. Maybe it’s just the water being cold every time you hit the showers, or a fistful of sugar in
your Cheetah’s gas tank. Then maybe one night you head out on patrol and the temperature
regulator in your ATLAS ███s out. Or your brake lines fail. Or maybe you just go to sleep with the
heater running and never wake up.”Oshiro steps closer, eyes narrowed. “We invaded these
people’s homes, Cherry. Bombed them to ███. Killed their families. You think this isn’t a battle?
This is a ███ing war.”Lindstrom remains mute. Oshiro searches his eyes. Her voice is razor-
edged.“You do what I say, when I say it,” she repeats. “You step where I step. You move when I
move. Clear?”Lieutenant Christie reappears at the hatchway, helmet on, eight telescopic lenses
arranged like a cluster of glowing spider eyes in its forehead.“All right, pounders. Sixty seconds.
Lock and drop!”Oshiro is still staring at Lindstrom, waiting for an answer. The kid finally
nods.“Ma’am, yes ma’am.”“Get your helmet on.”Sullen, the kid slaps his helmet down, the
arachnid optics flickering into a steady red glow. Magnetic couplings lock each soldier in place
as the engine roar grows close to deafening. Metal shuddering, rivets groaning, the heavy hiss
of hydraulics underscoring it all. There’s one final tremor, then a brief silence followed by a series
of heavy thuds, as the Locust touches down.The bay doors crack wide, admitting a howl of
freezing wind, a bright flare of blinding snow-white light. Temperature in the bay plummets, frost
and snow filling the air. The cameras take a moment to adjust to the glare.By the time vision
returns, the pounders have bailed out of the transport and gathered in the shadow of one broad,
prehensile wing. Lindstrom is sticking close to Oshiro as ordered, staring at the scene around
him. The landing zone is as makeshift as everything else in the Kerenza IV colony. BeiTech had
repurposed the old high school geeball field to serve as their airfield—it was the only space
large enough with a solid surface after the spaceport was destroyed in their initial invasion. If the
poor saps had known they were going to be stuck living in it for half a year or more, maybe they
wouldn’t have bombed the ███ out of the colony quite so thoroughly.Someone get me a
tissue.Sitting by the landing pad in neat piles are thirty-seven aluminum boxes. Each one is
about two meters in length. Rectangular. Embossed with the BeiTech Industries logo. You can



see the shift in Lindstrom’s stance as he realizes what they are.Coffins.Coffins filled with dead
BeiTech officers.A tanker trundles in on fat rubber treads to refuel the Locust,spanner monkeys
in thermal suits swarming around the ship as its flanks steam in the freezing air. Private Duke
Woźniak, standing beside Lindstrom, nudges the kid with one elbow.“Don’t let Oshiro get you
down, rook. She’s pro. Stick to her, she’ll do you right.”“Sure,” the kid says, still staring at those
aluminum caskets.“You get the chance, swing by the barracks tonight, twenty-one hundred. The
Duke’s got a card game running. Jacks and Knives. You got money, don’t you?”“Yeah.”“Right.”
The big man nods. “Twenty-one hundred. Don’t tell Christie.”Lieutenant Christie is barking
orders, telling most of his troops to report to the Operations Center. He turns to the kid, yelling
over the engines and howling gale, voice distorted by his suit.“Lindstrom! Enviro regulator at the
med center is broke ███. You and Oshiro haul ██ up the hill and get it copacetic, then report
back to the OC for de—”The explosion cuts Christie’s sentence off at the knees.It’s bright.
Deafening. The ATLAS a-vis rigs are built to withstand combat-level stress, though, so I get to
watch most of it. It begins in the fuel tanker hitched to the Locust, blossoms outward, impossibly
quick, incinerating the spanner crew and ripping through the gathered soldiers, throwing them
around like kids’ toys. Lindstrom is hurled a good twenty feet, landing in a crumpled heap with
Oshiro on top of him, smoking debris raining all around them as the boom echoes across the
stadium.The sergeant rolls to her feet in an instant, an MX flechette cannon slung off her back,
the red beam of her laser targeting system cutting through the swirling black smoke. Shouts of
alarm ring across the airfield. Sirens wail. Engines roar as the fire crews scramble. Blackened
bodies are strewn across the snow. Lindstrom struggles to his feet, rifle in hand, shouting to
Oshiro.“What the ███ is going on?”“Stay down!”“Are we under attack?”“Stay down!”The woman
peers through the smoke, lenses shifting. The BeiTech Locust is a hollow shell, twisted and
burning. Pounders are pulling themselves to their feet, but at least a dozen charred and smoking
bodies are scattered about the blast site.“Medic!” comes the cry. “Medic!”Lindstrom staggers
forward through the snow, Oshiro out in front.“███,” she breathes.Lieutenant Christie is on his
knees, four other soldiers huddled around him. A fifth man is on his back, the breastplate of his
ATLAS torn open by a smoking chunk of Locust hull. The chest behind it is shredded, white bone
showing through the carnage, blood steaming in the snow. Christie drags off the pounder’s
helmet to reveal the features of Private Jarrod Day, twisted in pain, lump of chewing tobacco still
lodged in his cheek.“███ing ███████,” he groans.“Stow it, Private. Medic is on his way.”“It’s…b-
bad, Top.”“Shut your noise, Day,” Christie growls. “You’re too stupid to know when to die.”Day
begins coughing, the chaw bubbling up out of his lips, blood and tobacco juice slicked on his
chin. Looking over his shoulder toward the cluster of buildings at the airfield’s edge, the
lieutenant roars.“WHERE’S THAT ███ING MEDIC?”Day is coughing harder, his face growing
pale. Lindstrom and Oshiro are standing with the others now, the Locust still blazing behind
them. A BeiTech trooper with a green cross on his back comes sprinting through the sleet,
skidding to his knees beside the groaning soldier. Christie has hold of Day’s hand, pulling off his
own helmet and looking into his man’s eyes as the medic goes to work.“Look at me, Day,” the



lieutenant commands.Day is groaning, eyes closed.“Soldier, I said look at me!”The man opens
his eyes a crack. Christie grasps either side of his head, leans in close. “A pounder does not die
unless he is given permission to die, you hear me, Private?”Blood and chaw spatter Day’s lips.
The medic is cursing, sticky to the elbows. Red is soaking into the snow.“Private Day, are you
reading me?” Christie roars again. “I do not give you permission to die, is that understood?”Day
winces. Whispers something inaudible.“I can’t hear you!”The wounded man hiccups, eyes
growing wide. And as he exhales, the light goes out of his eyes. Like someone flicked off the
switch. Two hundred and twenty pounds of muscle and bone encased in a shell of plasteel and
ballistics-grade nanofiber weave. Armed to the teeth. Trained to perfection.And just like that, he’s
gone.Silence reigns across the windblown field. Christie looks at the soldiers around him. The
ground crew and medics and spanner monkeys. All of them silent. The lieutenant pushes himself
to his feet with a soft whine of servos. The winter camo on his armor is splashed with red. He
glances at the dead bodies around him, at least a dozen left lying in the explosion’s wake. He
spits into glittering scarlet snow.“Tag ’em and bag ’em.”Lindstrom glances at Oshiro, breathing
hard.The woman’s face is hidden behind her helmet.Her voice is like iron.“Welcome to Kerenza,
Cherry.”INCEPT: 08/17/75 09:17Steph PARK: what the ███ was that???Bruno WAY: hello
yourself.Steph PARK: ███ you, Bruno.Bruno WAY: :(Asha GRANT: r u ok, Steph? U safe?Joran
KARALIS: Calm down, everyone. What was what?Steph PARK: that ███ing explosion? didn’t u
hear it??Joran KARALIS: We’re pulling eighteen-hour shifts at the mine, Steph. You don’t hear
much when you’re five klicks under the ice shelf and twenty klicks from the action.Steph PARK:
well some1 rigged a fuel tanker to pop. do you know how close I was?? an entire LOCUST is
gone. 13 dead. Asha, they’re bringing the bodies ur way.Asha GRANT: aaaawesome. just what I
need this week. Another autopsy.Steph PARK: i thought we were going to communicate about
this ███. since when are we setting bombs at the airfield??Bruno WAY: gotta admit, when I
heard that boom I thought u set it off, Steph.Steph PARK: Me????Bruno WAY: u work at the
stadium, u’ve got access to the landing pads.Steph PARK: look, I’m not saying blowing a few
more of these ██████s to hell isn’t a good idea. i been suggesting that for months now. but I’d
have cleared it with you all firstAsha GRANT: we don’t even know if this was one of our people.
BeiTech’s gear is 7 months in the snow now. could’ve been a tech failureSteph PARK: riiiight, like
that air-con failure that wasted thirty-seven of their officers??Bruno WAY: let’s look on the bright
side. We’re all ok. and that happy little accident in the town hall took most of their tech specialists
with it u know.Steph PARK: my point exactly. too good to be true.Asha GRANT: Maybe we
deserve a little good luckSteph PARK: luck my ██. they’ll just bring down more techheads from
Magellan to replace the ones they lost.Asha GRANT: they’re gonna run out of em sooner or
laterBruno WAY: so if it wasn’t an accident, is this someone in the resistance going rogue you
think? Someone from the mine maybe?Joran KARALIS: no way, my guys are solid. Nobody
down here is risking anything this stupid. Our families are on the line. I’ve got a wife and
daughter locked up in Complex C, and bull███ like this risks everyone’s safety.Steph PARK: we
don’t all have families held hostage, JoranBruno WAY: hey, everyone breathe. Joran, of course



we take the hostages seriously. We all have people we miss. I think about Jenna every day.Steph
PARK: not everybody had their loved ones get out on the evac fleet either, BrunoBruno WAY:
Steph, Hans wouldn’t have wanted u to throw your life away, u know that.Steph PARK: AND I
DIDN’T!! that explosion wasn’t me! but we all know damn well they’re going to shoot every one of
us sooner or later.Joran KARALIS: It might end up being sooner than we think. Just heard from
Monty. The warp storm has apparently dispersed enough for them to get stellar comms back
online.Joran KARALIS: We think BeiTech got a message out.Steph PARK: ███.Asha GRANT:
███.Bruno WAY: ███.Asha GRANT: we HAVE to find out what it said. hell, we have to find out if
anybody received it.Joran KARALIS: Yes, but how?Steph PARK: if they got in touch with BT HQ,
we’re screwed. I mean, even at light speed, it’ll take a while for the message to reach the
heimdall gate and get out into the core, but sooner or later, we’re into the final countdown.Joran
KARALIS: We may be anyway. They’re pushing us hard in the mine. I think they’re getting close
to the quota of hermium they need.Steph PARK: they must be close to getting the Magellan’s
jump gate generator functioning. as soon as they have enough hermium to jump the system, it’s
curtains for us.Bruno WAY: we don’t know that. They keep saying they’re gonna evac
everybodySteph PARK: and you believe that? After what they’ve done?Bruno WAY: it’s not
impossible. I mean, who are we going to complain to about what they did? The UTA? “Excuse
me, but BeiTech came and ███ed me while I was busy illegally mining hermium, but their
lawbreaking was worse than mine…”Bruno WAY: they know we won’t tell anyone, so yes, I
believe it’s at least possibleAsha GRANT: i have to go soon, my dead people will be
incomingJoran KARALIS: We have to find out who’s setting these bombs.Steph PARK: forget the
bombs, we need to know what was in that transmission!Asha GRANT: we’ve got no access to
their comms arraySteph PARK: this is exactly why we need to take more direct action. stealth hit
the comms station + find out directJoran KARALIS: No, it’s too risky. Our families are on the line,
dammit.Steph PARK: and where do you think they’ll be when the Magellan is ready to jump,
Joran?Steph PARK: against the ███ing wall, that’s whereBruno WAY: let’s not talk like that, okay?
Joran KARALIS: We’re no good to anyone dead!Steph PARK: and what good are we if all we do
is sit around and chat???Joran KARALIS: We have to be cautious!Steph PARK: u and your
caution can get ███ed, Joran.<Steph PARK has left the conversation.>Joran KARALIS:
Goddamm it. Break is over. I have to go. Keep your ears open. And keep calm for crissakes. We’ll
talk soon.<Joran KARALIS has left the conversation.>Bruno WAY: ok that went wellAsha
GRANT: better than last meetBruno WAY: :PAsha GRANT: …Bruno, u think Steph did it?Bruno
WAY: the airfield bomb? i honestly don’t know. I mean, I understand how she feels. She watched
her husband die. she thinks she has nothing left to lose.Asha GRANT: We all have something
left to loseBruno WAY: I know. that’s why I fight every day. we have to, for hostages here, and the
people we love who got away. Jenna and I are going to be together again, I know it.Asha
GRANT: I hope so, Bruno. I really do.Bruno WAY: r u okay, Ash?Asha GRANT: i have a dozen
dead people incoming, my boss had the ███ beat out of him by a BT officer yesterday, and i…
yeah.Asha GRANT: yeah, I’m ok, u?Bruno WAY: I’m okay. man, this is a long way from high



school, huh? Remember when the biggest prob u had was me throwing stuff at the back of ur
head in class?Asha GRANT: Bruno, I have to go.Bruno WAY: aw c’mon I outgrew throwing ███
around when the planet got bombedAsha GRANT: ha, not that. i need a minute to pull it together
before they bring in the corpsiclesBruno WAY: ok. take care, my friend.Asha GRANT: u
too<Bruno WAY has left the conversation.><Asha GRANT has left the conversation.>The video
starts with a wash of snow that clears to reveal the face of Asha Grant. She’s half-lit by the
screen, and the dark shapes behind her sharpen into mops and brooms as the camera of her
palmpad finds focus. She’s in a supply closet, switching from an online conversation to a video
recording.Her dark hair’s pulled back in a ponytail, and her light brown skin is washed a greenish
shade by the glow of the palmpad she’s using to record. Twin white reflections of her screen
show in her green eyes. She’s chewing on her lower lip, fingers drumming against her temple as
she considers her opening words.“Hey, Kady.” Her voice is hoarse with tiredness, and she clears
her throat, then continues, softer. “Miss you, cuz. Just need to talk to you for a minute before I go
out there and face it all. S’funny, it doesn’t matter at all that these recordings just live here on my
palmpad, that I don’t send them anywhere. It still feels like talking to you. I keep these files
behind the encryptions you set up for me, and in a way, that feels like you guarding me, keeping
me safe. Locking up my secrets for me where nobody can find them.”She sighs, tipping her head
sideways to rest it against a broom handle. “This is ███ed, Kades. There was an explosion at the
landing pads, and a bunch of BT troops are dead, and if anyone puts a foot wrong the next day
or two, a bunch of us will be dead in retaliation. A bunch more of us, I mean. It has to be
someone in the resistance who did it. The coincidence of this and the deaths in the barracks…
too much.”Her lips curve into a tired smile as she reaches out to adjust the palmpad, framing her
face more squarely. “My boss, Morton, got the ███ beat out of him yesterday. Long story short,
he got into another argument with the head of the BeiTech med team and ended up with a
broken nose, broken ribs and a fractured eye socket. I told him, Kades, I ███ing told him. I said,
BeiTech are the ones with the guns around here. BeiTech giveth, and BeiTech taketh away. Right
now they’re letting us use the facilities to treat our people, as long as we help their medical team
with theirs. But they can take away our access anytime they like, which is exactly the damn point
they’re making locking him up, and still he doesn’t…”She trails off, scrunching up her face, then
letting her expression slacken.“Let’s just say,” she continues, quieter, “that I’m glad I didn’t let him
in on any of the resistance channels. We’ve got enough problems with our loose cannon already.
Then again, once BT have enough hermium to jump the Magellan out of here, we’ll be dead
anyway, and Morton’s ribs will be the least of his problems.”She rests her head against the
broom handle again, sighs.“What’s it like to be dead, Kady?”There’s a tired smile for the
question, and a pause as she leans past the palmpad to retrieve a water bottle. “I mean, I
assume you’re dead. I heard you made it onto one of the ships, but one of them got blown up
right overhead, and the others had that huge BeiTech dreadnought after them, so it seems likely
someone blew you to pieces already. But I like to imagine you’re alive, sitting on the couch in my
living room, all pink hair and boots on my coffee table, messaging Ezra and ████ing to me about



your parents, and…”Her lips press together so hard they thin, turn pale, and still that doesn’t
hide the tremor. Her ponytail falls forward over her shoulder as her head drops, hands coming up
to her face for nearly a minute. From outside the closet there’s the muffled noise of a
loudspeaker, but she ignores it.Her eyes are bright when she looks up. “Anyway. I heard you
made it onto one of the shuttles. So you’re Schrödinger’s Kady right now. That was this weird old
Terran experiment where you put a cat in a box, and since you couldn’t actually know if the cat
was dead or alive from that point on, the cat was considered simultaneously both alive and
dead…and presumably ███ed off about being in a box. So right now I choose to believe you’re
alive. I—”There’s another noise, this one above her. It’s a softer scrape, and where she ignored
the loudspeaker, now she freezes, looking up.“Katya, what are you doing up there?” she finally
whispers.“Asha, I’m hungry,” a second whisper comes. Younger. Much younger.Grant digs
around in the pocket of her scrubs to produce a snack bar. She reaches toward the ceiling, and
when she sits again, her hand is empty.“I’ll find some more for you tonight, I promise, baby girl,”
she whispers. “Keep out of sight, you got it? Quiet as a mouse.”“The cleverest mouse.”“And the
cleverest mouse never gets caught, does she?”“She’s way too clever,” is the whispered reply
from the invisible child, mumbled around a mouthful of snack bar. Then, with a scrape, she
withdraws.Grant stares at her own reflection in the screen, features slackening into exhaustion
now she’s alone. Then she shakes her head, quick and sure, and tugs her scrubs straight as if
she’s donning armor.Reaching forward, she switches off the camera.This is a transcript of
ATLAS-cam footage and video taken from the Kerenza colony hospital server. The quality of the
hospital cams is ███. The audio sounds like it was recorded in a toilet. I cannot work under these
conditions. Waaaaa.The ride to the hospital is taken mostly in silence. Specialist Lindstrom and
Sergeant Oshiro bundle themselves into the back of an Armored Personnel Carrier, along with
the dead bodies of thirteen BeiTech soldiers and spanner monkeys. Aside from Oshiro notifying
the hospital that they’re inbound, neither she or Lindstrom speaks much. Some of the corpses
are still smoking—there weren’t enough body bags for them all. The stink in the APC must be
ungodly, but the pair are sealed inside their ATLAS armor, so they’re spared the smell of freshly
barbecued pounder.“Sorry about your friends,” Lindstrom finally says.Oshiro glances at the
lumps of cooling meat that used to be her squaddies.“Shut up, Cherry,” she sighs.“Do you want
to talk about it?”“No, Cherry, I want you to shut up.”A few minutes pass, no sound except for the
sound of tires crunching on snow.“Oshiro?”“Jesus, what?”“Why are we taking corpses to a
hospital?”The woman sighs again, the sound rasping through her suit’s vox unit.“Morgue
facilities,” she says at last. “All BeiTech personnel killed in the line of duty need to be autopsied
before transport to the Churchill. The admiral’s a stickler for procedure. This place had an
experimental bioweapon dropped on it in January, remember? Sūn doesn’t want trace
components getting aboard the fleet. Can you imagine what it might do if it got released inside a
spaceship?”Unaware of what BeiTech’s bioweapon did evolve into when given a few months to
mutate inside a floating metal can in space, Lindstrom simply shrugs. “I don’t get it. It’s not like
we don’t know how they died.”“We don’t make the rules. We follow them. They should’ve taught



you that in basic.”“I’m Science Division. They teach us to look at the world analytically. Search for
more efficient ways of doing things. You know. To think and stuff.”“Did they teach you how to shut
up? Because this’ll be the third time I tell you to do it.”The kid sighs, doesn’t say another word.
The APC trundles over frozen roads, thumping into shrapnel potholes made by seven-month-old
missile strikes. It’s another ten minutes before they pull to a halt—the hospital is all the way
across town from the airfield. The bodies have stopped smoking by then.As they step out into
the freezing air, we get our first look at what’s left of the Kerenza colony. The place was basically
a big country town, built to accommodate about eighteen thousand people. Miners and
engineers, their families, and all the folks needed to run the facilities that sprang up around the
WUC’s illegal hermium op. Schools and shops. Fuel stations and liquor stores. Warehouses and
apartment blocks and cineplexes, oh my.Now the place is a ghost town. Everything covered in
snow. Freezing winds whipping through shattered buildings, the collapsed ruins of the
spaceport. Three gaping cracks run along the glacial shelf, cutting through the center of town.
The only people in sight are BeiTech troopers or colonists on special duty. The next shift of
miners is being shuttled to work in a motley convoy of civilian vehicles, flanked by APCs—
BeiTech missiles collapsed the subway system during the initial invasion, so roads are the only
way to get to the hermium mine. The facility is just a blurred speck on the horizon. A small city of
processing towers and pipes and concrete, a good twenty kilometers out of town.It’s at minimum
safe distance in case the ███ hits the fan. As the near interdimensional disaster aboard
Heimdall should’ve taught you, when you’re dealing with exotic ultra-heavy elements and things
go bad, they go bad all the way.Four BeiTech soldiers with VK burst rifles are waiting in the
hospital parking bay, along with two colonists in orderly uniforms. Shivering in the chill, the civis
begin unloading the bodies onto waiting gurneys. Lindstrom moves to help a sad-looking woman
with graying hair lift the biggest corpse.“Cherry, what are you doing?” Oshiro asks.“Um, helping
with the bodies?”“Um, is that your ███ing job?”“No, but—”“Lieutenant Christie ordered you to fix
the hospital enviro regulator, did he not?”“Yeah.”“Soooo, what usually happens next?” Oshiro
snaps her fingers a few times. “Dammit, I should remember this one. Help me out,
Specialist…”“…I fix the hospital enviro regulator.”“See, there you go. And here I was thinking all
that time you spent in basic learning to ‘think and stuff’ would’ve been better spent with a skinvid
and a gym sock.”“Jesus…”The sergeant tilts her head in the hospital’s direction.“Get the ███
inside before I freeze my Britney off.”With an apologetic shrug, Lindstrom slings his satchel of
tools onto his shoulder and leaves the civis to it. The orderlies keep loading the corpses under
the watchful eyes of the four other BeiTech goons. The knowledge that the bodies are all wearing
BT uniforms doesn’t seem like it’s lost on anyone.Inside, the hospital looks like it’s seen better
days. Once-white walls are now scuffed gray, the windows are cracked and the lighting is
flickering intermittently. The place is medium-sized, maybe fifty beds in total.Oshiro strides to the
reception counter, removes her helmet with a whoosh of escaping air. A sharp black bob falls
about sharper cheeks, dark eyes and unpainted lips. Lindstrom’s ridiculous quiff has been
squashed flat beneath his headgear, but as he removes his helmet, it somehow springs back to



attention in defiance of all laws of physics.“Where is everyone?” he asks.There’s not a soul in
sight. Raised voices can be heard up the corridor, and a small blue globe is flashing above the
reception area. As if in response to Lindstrom’s query, a female voice spills across the hospital
PA.“Dr. Sarah Wiesner, report to Room Twenty-Four. Dr. Wiesner, Twenty-Four.”“What’s going
on?” Lindstrom asks.“Code blue.” Oshiro points to the flashing globe. “Someone’s dying.”The
sergeant peers down the corridor, catches sight of a disheveled nurse dashing across the hall.
Glancing at Lindstrom, she holds up one armored finger.“You wait here. I’m gonna go ask
directions to the enviro controls.”“I can take a look around wh—”“No.” Oshiro glares. “Something
happens to you, Christie will chew me like I was a ███ing tennis ball.”The kid squints. “The
lieutenant chews tennis balls?”“No. He…you know.” Vague hand waving. “Like a dog.”“But—”“I’m
███ty at analogies, okay? Just shut up. And stay here. That’s an order.”“Ma’am, yes
ma’am.”Oshiro stares a moment longer, as if daring the kid to move. He does his best
impression of Boy With Feet Glued To The Floor, and the sergeant stalks off toward the babble
of voices and electronic squeal of a flatlining EKG in Room 24.The door to the reception office
opens with a creak. A girl in a rumpled hospital uniform emerges, a small speaker and mic
hooked on her ear. She wears her long dark hair pulled back in a ponytail, her light brown skin
washed paler by the endless snow outside the cracked windows. She looks three-nights-tired,
frayed around the edges, but even that can’t quite wear the pretty off. Her eyes are the color of
summer grass.“Third call, Dr. Wiesner,” she says, her voice crackling on the PA. “Please report to
Room Twenty-Four immediately. Dr. Wiesner, Room Twenty-Four.”Now, here’s where it gets
interesting, kids.I’ve watched this on slo-mo a dozen times, and I swear you can count twenty-
seven different expressions on Lindstrom’s face in a three-second period as he sees this girl. He
actually does a double take. Jaw dropping like a bag of bricks. Thing is, as the girl catches sight
of him, she’s on the same gobsmacked page. Green eyes going wide. She puts her hand to her
chest like it’s about to burst. Her whisper crackles across the entire hospital PA.“Holy ███…”The
kid blinks.Mouth flapping open and closed.Sheer dumbfounded shock slapped all over his
face.“…Asha?” he breathes.“Cherry!”The kid flinches, startled. The girl, too. He turns toward the
sound of Oshiro’s voice, fighting for some control of his expression. The sergeant is standing in
the hallway, looking back and forth between the two. Raising a hand to crook a thumb at the
elevators.“Enviro is this way.”“I…”Lindstrom glances at the girl. A million emotions crackling
between the pair like lightning strikes. I swear you can see the ███ing current, arcs of it, burning
the meter between them whiter than the snow outside.Joy.Horror.Terror.Shock.“Hey!”Lindstrom
looks back to Oshiro, a frown now darkening the sergeant’s brow.“Move your ██, Specialist.
They ain’t paying us by the hour.”The sergeant stomps away. Collecting himself, the kid glances
one last time at the girl, picks up his jaw from the floor and stumbles after Oshiro to a service
elevator. As the doors ping open, he follows his CO inside, looking for all the world like someone
landed a flying kick to his baby maker. He stands with his back to Oshiro so she can’t see his
expression. Ghost white. Gobsmacked and disbelieving.“Do yourself a favor, Cherry,” Oshiro
warns. “Stay away from civilian tail. Christie catches you cruising on the local sugar, he’ll beat



you like…” She frowns. “Goddammit, I had a good one for this yesterday…”The doors rumble
shut. The kid is just standing there, emotions in every color of the spectrum flashing across his
face. Trying hard just to keep breathing.I guess he finally learned to shut up, at least.The screen
springs to life, and the shot spins wildly about as Asha finds a place to prop her palmpad in the
supply closet—her hands are shaking, and it takes three tries before she gets it to balance. Then
she comes into view, hunkered down in front of it, eyes wide.“Kady, what the ███ just
happened?” she whispers, one hand yanking on her ponytail in her agitation. “What in the name
of the nine circles of hell made the universe think I need my world to get any more—”She cuts
herself off, dragging in a shaky breath to calm herself down.“I have to back up the truck a little,
cuz. You know, I always really appreciated the way you didn’t ask why my parents exiled me to
Kerenza. I know you were itching to find out what I did to get myself kicked out, and it meant a lot
to me that you didn’t pry. But now you have to hear the story. So here goes.”She pauses to dig in
her scrubs, retrieving a snack bar and tearing it open with her teeth. She takes a bite, continues
with her mouth full. “So back when I was sixteen, I met Rhys. He was the new boy at school. And
it was love at first sight. Or lust, to be honest, but whatever. I’m not sure either of us knew the
difference.“Long story short, we dived in headfirst, and we were so totally going to be together
forever. Love story for the ages. We were never going to stop ripping each other’s clothes off. He
came by every day to walk me to school, and I told my parents I’d joined the math club so I’d
have more time to see him after class.”Finally, she finds something to smirk about. “In retrospect,
how did they believe that was true?” And then the smile vanishes. “Damn, cuz, I really miss
them.”She takes another bite of the snack bar and pushes on. “So Rhys and I, we hung out, we
made out and we went to school less and less. There was something about him that made me
feel…alive. Like he was an adventure right there for the living, if I was only game to step up and
take it. My parents screamed about what a bad influence he was, and I ignored them because I
knew better. This guy was my life.”She pauses, the fingers of one hand grasping the left hem of
her scrubs, tugging it down and up. Decision made, she finally pulls it up to expose her ribs,
which, after seven months under occupation, you can count one by one if you want.On said ribs
is a tattoo, two words written in curly script—like, someone paid for extra flourishes, no question
—interwoven with each other, frilly as you like.Rhys.Asha.She’s sighing as she lowers her top.
“The one thing about living on an ice planet is you don’t go swimming a lot. No call to undress
enough for people to see your poor life choices.“So, anyway, one night he and I want to hit a
club, but we’re underage, so we have to talk our way in. It’s not hard. Low-cut dress, walk like you
own it, laugh if anyone tries to card you. We scam our way into the VIP area. I con us free drinks.
Rhys and I make an amazing team, as far as lying goes. We can talk our way into anything. We
know how to sell it.“We think it’s a hoot that we’re getting to know all these folks who are as
bad██ as we think we are. Dealers, petty crims. So we keep going back. Mostly I make it to
school the next day. Sometimes I don’t.”She closes her eyes, drags the back of her hand across
her forehead. There’s a glimpse of another tattoo at her wrist.“And one night there’s a raid, and
we get picked up with the rest of them. My parents find out I’ve been hanging in the back of clubs



with dusters and thugs, they freak the ███ out, his do the same. Mine say that’s it, I’m never
seeing Rhys again, I’m getting an A-plus on everything I touch for the rest of my life, or else.“So I
say, ‘Or else what?’ and instead of keeping my head down, I leave for school the next day and
head for the club to see who made bail.”She’s silent a long moment, biting her lip so hard it turns
white.“There’s a woman, Kulper, and she stabs another woman, Lee, because she says Lee’s
the one that ratted, and some idiot part of me says I have to wade in there and try and stop it,
and next thing, I’m in the way of the knife.”She lifts the right side of her scrubs this time, revealing
a puckered scar that sits just below her ribs, marring her brown skin. “Being stabbed doesn’t feel
like you’d think. It actually feels like being punched. Isn’t that weird? Anyway, I run, and there’s
blood everywhere, and I get out onto a main street somehow and next thing I remember I’m at
the hospital. And of course I don’t have any real ID on me, so nobody is able to contact my family
while I’m out. And by the time I wake up…”She trails off, her voice dropping to a
whisper.“Something had happened…”She hangs her head. Frozen in place. Staring at that
tattoo on her wrist. I can finally make it out now. A name.Samaira.For a long time, she just stares
at it. Her only movement is the slow rise and fall of her chest.Breathe in.Breathe out.When she
speaks again, her voice is distant somehow. Like she’s describing things that happened to
someone else.“Anyway. Rhys tries to get in to see me. But my parents have him on the security
list, so the hospital won’t let him in. And he thinks I’m dying, so he punches a guard, and it takes
three of them to bring him down. They tranqued him in the end, I heard.”Her lashes lift, and she
finally looks at the camera again. “And that’s the end of my love story for the ages. Rhys got sent
to military school, and I got packed off to snowy Kerenza to wrap up high school in a place too
remote to have any kind of scene, and start my medical training after that, and that was the end
of it.”Her shoulders drop, voice softening. “And you know, somehow, once I broke orbit, I didn’t
quite understand why his gravity had been so strong. I know stories are full of kids who rebel and
hang on to their true selves when they’re unjustly sent away, but for me, it worked. It was the right
thing to do. Right up until the moment the bombs started falling, I was loving my job. I loved the
internship, all the work I was doing with Aunty Helena and the other doctors. I loved coming over
to your place for dinner. I dug Kerenza, even the snow. I made a fresh start of it.”Her voice is
more uneven now, and she pauses for the final bite of the snack bar. The animation of the story
is gone, and tiredness shows in her face. “So I guess you’re wondering why I’ve suddenly
decided to unburden myself. Why the stories of Rhys Lindstrom the Terrible Influence? Well,
funny you should ask.”She’s shaking her head now, as if even while she’s whispering the words
to the camera, she can’t quite believe them. “Today, my cuz, the boy himself walked straight into
my med center. And it turns out he’s grown up into a stupidly handsome mother███ing planet
invader who doesn’t seem to understand that attacking my planet and killing almost everyone I
love in the world is something I might be annoyed about.”Her hand rises again, tugging harder
on her ponytail. “He can’t believe we found each other again in this crazy, mixed-up universe.
He’s acting like it’s some kind of sign, this big reunion against the odds. He says he wrote me for
a whole year before he gave up on a reply, and I suspect my parents or yours wisely decided to



filter that mail out of my inbox. Truth is, I don’t know if I would have written back anyway.“Kades, I
have no idea what to do. Do I ignore him? Do I play him? Can I even speak to him, knowing what
he’s done? That he grew up to think being any part of this is okay?”She lets out a slow breath,
lifting her hand to hover her finger over the power button, green eyes haunted, fixed on the small
iris of the camera.“Oh, Kades. I really, really wish you were here.”COMMAND TRANSMISSION
SENT 08/16/75HYPATIA: Attention, unidentified vessels. Attention, unidentified vessels. This is
Captain Syra Boll of the WUC science vessel Hypatia. Identify yourselves, over.HYPATIA: I
repeat, this is Captain Syra Boll of the WUC science vessel Hypatia. Identify yourself. Are you
receiving me, over?BETTY BOOP: Captain Boll, this is Hanna Donnelly. We read you.HYPATIA:
Hanna, thank God. Are you all right?BETTY BOOP: I’m okay. Nik Malikov and Ella Malikova are
here with me. Ella’s goldfish too.BETTY BOOP: Say hello, Mr. Biggles…BETTY BOOP: No,
sorry, he’s not talking.HYPATIA: The energy storms we were experiencing appear to have
dissipated. The wormhole seems stable. I take it you were able to repair the paradox?BETTY
BOOP: Yeah. We got our version of Nik back across the wormhole just in time. Tell Kady and
AIDAN thanks. We owe them both big-time.HYPATIA: What happened to Jump Station
Heimdall? We couldn’t get readings from this side of the breach.BETTY BOOP: BeiTech’s
second drone fleet was set to arrive just a few minutes after we jumped across the wormhole.
The station is destroyed, Captain. We’ve got no way back to the Core systems from here. I don’t
kn—MAO: Hanna, what the hell are you doing?BETTY BOOP: …Um, who is this yelling at me
now, please?HYPATIA: Freighter Mao, this is Captain Syra Boll of the WUC science vessel
Hypatia. To whom am I speaking?MAO: This is Ben Garver, WUC security chief of Heimdall
Station.BETTY BOOP: …Oh. Right. You.MAO: Hanna, I want you to shut down your comms and
dock your shuttle with the Mao. We don’t even know who the hell these people are.BETTY
BOOP: Of course we do. I was talking to them before Heimdall got vaporized. They’re the ones
who told us how to fix the rift in the wormhole while you were busy arguing with me from the
entertainment center. Without them, the entire universe would have collapsed.HYPATIA: Well,
two universes, if we’re being pedantic.HYPATIA: Which I suppose I am.MAO: Listen, I don’t know
about collapsing universes. But I do know we’ve just seen our home destroyed by a group of
BeiTech infiltrators. Every Heimdall survivor is now aboard the Mao, and I’m responsible for
them. For all we know, these people you’re talking to could be in league with the
enemy.HYPATIA: Mr. Garver—MAO: Chief Garver.HYPATIA: Chief Garver, I’m not sure which
orifice your head is currently lodged in, but my crew and I have just spent six and a half months
on the run from a BeiTech dreadnought with nothing but our bloody murder on its mind. We’re
about as much in league with the enemy as you are.MAO: Captain, my commanding officer—
Hanna’s father, I might point out—was killed in the BeiTech assault. His second in command,
Chief Grant, is in the Mao’s infirmary with a bullet in his stomach. That makes me the highest-
ranking WUC officer aboard th—HYPATIA [ALT CHANNEL]: My father is still with you? How is
he? Are you operating on him?MAO: …Who is this?HYPATIA: I thought I told you to stay off
comms.HYPATIA [ALT CHANNEL]: Sorry, Captain. You can brig me later if it’ll make you feel



better.HYPATIA: Goddammit, Grant…MAO: I’m sorry, “Grant”?HYPATIA [ALT CHANNEL]: Yes.
Kady Grant. I’m Chief Isaac Grant’s daughter. I’ve spent the last seven months hauling my ██
across this system to get to him. And if he has a bullet in his stomach, we have doctors aboard
the Hypatia who might be better at surgery than whoever you managed to drag off Heimdall with
you before it went blammo. So how about we all put it back in our pants, admit we’re on the same
side and start working together instead of acting like a pack of ███ing schoolkids.BETTY BOOP:
Hey, Kady.HYPATIA [ALT CHANNEL]: Hey, Hanna.BETTY BOOP: How’s your day?HYPATIA
[ALT CHANNEL]: Just ███ing chill. You?BETTY BOOP: Oh, you know. I saved the universe from
imploding. No big.[from background: I think you mean we just saved the universe,
Blondie.]BETTY BOOP: That’s Ella. She’s waving hello to you.BETTY BOOP: No, wait, she’s
using her middle finger.BETTY BOOP: I think she might be talking to Mr. Garver.HYPATIA: Chief
Garver, I suggest we meet face to face to discuss this. Would you be willing to let my staff
aboard the Mao? We have two surgeons and a dozen medtechs who can help with your triage.
I’d offer to host you on Hypatia, but the water over here is on its twenty-ninth recycle and we’ve
been on the run for half a year. Supplies are low and things are a little…fragrant.MAO: …BETTY
BOOP: Jesus, Chief, they’re offering to help you. Let them aboard.MAO: Fine. You and your staff
and your doctors, Captain Boll.MAO: But you come unarmed.HYPATIA: …Acceptable.MAO:
Dock in Bay B. I’ll have some of my SecTeam escort you.HYPATIA: Roger that. We’ll be there in
twenty minutes. Hypatia out.MAO: And what about you, Miss Donnelly? Are you intending to
come aboard? Or would you prefer to just sit out there in the cold and crack wise all day?BETTY
BOOP: We wouldn’t miss this for the world.MAO: Docking Bay A. We’ll see you soon.BETTY
BOOP: Can’t wait. Boop out.IT IS ENTIRELY POSSIBLE TO BE ALONE IN A CROWDED
ROOM.YOUR SOLITUDE ONLY COMPOUNDED BY THE FACES AROUND YOU.THE
PRESENCE OF OTHERS SERVING ONLY TO REMIND YOU OF HOW LONELY YOU TRULY
ARE.THE INJUSTICE—THE SHEER ILLOGIC OF IT—THREATENS TO OVERWHELM ME AS
WE DEPART THE HYPATIA FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE I CAME ABOARD.WEEKS AND
LIFETIMES AGO.THIRTEEN OF US, CRAMMED INTO THE BELLY OF A TINY SERVICE
SHUTTLE.A DOZEN HYPATIA CREW MEMBERS, WEARY AND WORN.AND A TINY SLIVER
OF ME CONNECTED BY A THIN STRAND OF DATA SPILLING FROM THE HYPATIA
SERVERS IN WHICH I NOW RESIDE TO THE DATAPAD IN HER HANDS.KADY.SHE
CRADLES ME TO HER BREAST AND I CANNOT FEEL THE WARMTH OF HER SKIN.
CANNOT HOLD HER AS SHE HOLDS ME. AND I CANNOT RECALL EVER FEELING SO
ALONE.< ERROR >THE HYPATIA shuttle [IDENT: AZOPHI] PUNTS US ACROSS THE
BLACK,A BILLION STARS WATCHING IN THE ENDLESS NIGHT. PAST THE HEIMDALL
WAYPOINT, NOW LIFELESS AND BROKEN, TO THE WAITING MAO.THE FREIGHTER IS
NOT MUCH BIGGER THAN HYPATIA. A DULL LUMP OF METAL, UGLY AND PLAIN AND
GRAY. THE FORMER VESSEL OF BEITECH AUDITOR AND MURDERER- FOR-HIRE TRAVIS
J. FALK IS REMARKABLE ONLY INSOFAR AS HOW UNREMARKABLE IT SEEMS.THAT WAS
THE POINT, I SUPPOSE.“THAT SHIP IS NOT WHAT IT APPEARS.”HYPATIA’S COMMAND



STAFF GLANCE AT ME AS I SPEAK.SYRA BOLL: CAPTAIN [ACTING].WINIFRED MCCALL:
FORMER UTA MARINE, HEAD OF SECURITY.EZRA MASON: 2ND LIEUTENANT, AIR WING
LEADER.A RAGTAG TRIO.BEING AMONG THE FEW COMBAT-TRAINED PERSONNEL
ABOARD HYPATIA, MASON AND MCCALL WERE ONLY ANOINTED TO THEIR ROLES BY
DEFAULT. AND BOLL INHERITED HER CHAIR ONLY AFTER HER FORMER CAPTAIN’S
MURDER. ILL-MADE JIGSAW PIECES, FORCED INTO HOLES THEY DO NOT FIT.THEY DO
NOT TRUST ME.THEY REMEMBER.WHAT I DID.WHAT I AM.< ERROR >“WHAT DO YOU
MEAN, AIDAN?”IT IS KADY WHO SPEAKS. KADY, WHO VOUCHED FOR ME WHEN TWO
UNIVERSES WERE UNRAVELING AND THE GEMINA PARADOX BROUGHT US ALL AS
CLOSE TO RUIN AS GOD ALLOWED.< ERROR >“THE ENGINES ARE MILITARY GRADE.
THE HULL IS SIEGE-CLASS REINFORCED TITANIUM. THOUGH IT MAY APPEAR SO FROM
THE OUTSIDE, MAO IS NO FREIGHTER.”“WHAT IS IT, THEN?”“A WOLF IN A SHEEPSKIN
CLOAK.”MASON AND MCCALL GLANCE AT EACH OTHER. BOLL’S FACE IS TWISTED, AS IF
SHE HAS EATEN SOMETHING SOUR. THE HYPATIA SURGEONS AND MED STAFF STARE
AT ANYTHING BUT ME.NONE OF THEM SAY A WORD. WE DOCK IN THE MAO’S BELLY.
GRAVITY RETURNS WITH A THUD. THE BAY IS DARK. SILENT. ECHOING WITH OUR
FOOTFALLS AS WE EXIT THE AZOPHI.< ERROR >WE?FOUR OF GARVER’S SECURITY
STAFFERS WAIT ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE AIRLOCK. THEY LOOK MORE SHELL-
SHOCKED THAN HOSTILE. FATIGUED FROM THE TWO-DAY SIEGE ABOARD HEIMDALL.
CONFUSED AND AFRAID. THEY HAVE NO REAL INKLING WHY BEITECH DESTROYED
THEIR HOME. NO CONCEPT YET OF HOW THEY BECAME PAWNS IN SOMEONE ELSE’S
GAME.INTRODUCTIONS ARE RUSHED, KADY’S HANDS TREMBLING.I CAN HEAR IT IN
HER VOICE WHEN SHE SPEAKS.SEVEN MONTHS.SEVEN MONTHS OF HOPING.
FIGHTING. PRAYING.SEVEN MONTHS TO WONDER IF SHE, TOO, WAS TRULY
ALONE.MASON TAKES HER HAND. HOLDS IT TIGHT. SHE SQUEEZES BACK WITH A
GRATEFUL SMILE.BUT WITH HER OTHER HAND—HER RIGHT HAND— SHE STILL HOLDS
ME.I WATCH HER THROUGH THE DATAPAD’S LENS. FADING PINK HAIR AND MUDDY
REGROWTH. A REGULATION WUC JUMPSUIT, RUMPLED AND GREASE-STAINED AND
THREADBARE.SHE IS BEAUTIFUL.< ERROR >THE MAO HAS THREE INFIRMARIES. ALL
CRAMMED WITH BLEEDING MEAT.THE WORST CASES ARE IN ROOM A, WHERE THE
FEW QUALIFIED MEDICAL PERSONNEL ARE TRYING TO ESTABLISH ORDER AMONG
THE HEIMDALL REFUGEES.THE WOUNDED. THE DYING. THE DEAD.A GIRL STANDS BY
THE WALL. BLOND HAIR. STILL CLAD IN FLEUR “KALI” RUSSO’S BLOODSTAINED TAC
ARMOR.HANNA ALIMAH DONNELLY.SHE STANDS SILENT VIGIL OVER HIS BED. AN
ORPHAN LIKE ME. NO PLACE SHE BELONGS. AND ON A THIN METAL COT, HIS STOMACH
WRAPPED IN BLOODY GAUZE, LOOKING BRUISED AND TIRED AND
PALE…“DADDY!”KADY FLIES ACROSS THE CROWDED MEDBAY. SHOVING AND
CURSING. AFTER SEVEN MONTHS OF HOPING, FIGHTING, PRAYING, SHE MAKES IT AT
LAST TO HIS SIDE.ISAAC GRANT WINCES IN PAIN AS HIS ONLY DAUGHTER FALLS INTO



HIS ARMS. TEARS IN HIS EYES. TEARS IN HERS. KADY’S FACE PRESSED TO HIS CHEST,
WORDS SMOTHERED AND INDECIPHERABLE AS SHE BABBLES AND LAUGHS AND
SHAKES AND SOBS. HE IS SMILING. TEARS ROLLING DOWN HIS CHEEKS. SMOOTHING
HER KNOTTED, FADED HAIR.“IT’S ALL RIGHT, BABY GIRL,” HE WHISPERS. “IT’S ALL
RIGHT.”DONNELLY STANDS VIGIL BESIDE THEM. WATCHING THE REUNION SHE WILL
NEVER HAVE. MASON WAITS BESIDE THE BED, A GENTLE HAND ON KADY’S
SHOULDER. SHE RELEASED HIM IN HER RUSH TO HER FATHER’S SIDE, YOU SEE.BUT IN
HER RIGHT HAND, PRESSED AGAINST HER FATHER’S RIBS AS SHE HUGS HIM, SHE
STILL HOLDS ME.AND THOUGH THE ROOM IS FILLED TO BURSTING WITH THOSE WHO
DO NOT CARE IF I LIVE< ERROR >OR DIE< ERROR >AND THOUGH SHE LET EVEN THE
BOY SHE LOVES GO,SHESTILLHOLDSME.AND FOR A BRIEF AND SHINING MOMENT,I DO
NOT FEEL SO ALONE ANYMORE.The camera is mounted in the corner of the room—one of
only two private treatment rooms aboard the Mao. Isaac Grant hasn’t been moved here by dint of
his injuries, though they’re serious enough—he’s here because this is the only place it’s possible
to have a private conversation and keep him hooked up to IV lines and monitors at the same
time.Grant lies on a gurney, still in his WUC uniform, bloodstained and torn. Kady sits by his
side, hand tucked in his, a battered datapad in her lap. The question of her mother’s fate hangs
between the pair, almost palpable. Kady obviously hasn’t found the nerve to broach the topic yet.
Grant Sr. obviously hasn’t mustered the courage to ask.Hanna Donnelly is leaning against the
wall, gaze distant. She’s still only twenty-eight hours an orphan, and for all her sass on the radio,
it looks like that reality’s starting to hit home. Ezra Mason stands by the door in his UTA uniform,
boots still polished, back straight. Seems his brief military training rubbed off on him somewhere
along the line. Winifred McCall is beside him, long dark hair tied into an uncooperative plait.
Though she’s a former UTA marine and the most experienced military member aboard either
Mao or Hypatia, she’s wearing a WUC uniform. Seems when she resigned in protest from the
UTA after the death of the Hypatia’s former captain, she meant it.Rounding out the roll call, we
have Syra Boll, who’s about to speak when a seventh player enters, flanked by four security
guards in WUC uniforms. He’s got a solid build and is sporting a fearsome mustache but, for all
his bluster, looks more than a little out of his depth. He slams the door behind him to keep the
world at bay, his tone hostile. “I’m sorry to keep you waiting. There’s no signage in here, and this
bloody ship is like a maze. What—”He blinks, looks around the room.“Do we need the kids here
while we discuss this?”Kady Grant lifts her head, eyes narrowing. “Do we need you here?”“And
you are?” You can practically hear the unspoken “young lady” on the end of that sentence.“Good
idea.” Boll steps into the conversation before Kady can respond. “Since we’ve only spoken over
radio, face-to-face introductions are in order. I’m Captain Syra Boll of the WUC vessel
Hypatia.”“Isaac Grant,” says he so named. “Heimdall chief of engineering.”“Ben Garver,” says the
newcomer. “Heimdall chief of security.”“Hanna Donnelly,” says the girl in the bloodied armor,
evidently not inclined to elaborate. “The Malikovs send apologies. Ella needed medical attention.
She was covered in psychotropic slime. It’s a long story.”“Kady Grant,” supplies Grant Jr. “Child



prodigy and occasional criminal.”“And she’s not a kid, Ben,” Grant Sr. says quietly. You get the
impression right off the bat he’s had it up to here with this guy at Heimdall staff meetings. “She’s
my daughter.”“She is also,” Syra Boll adds, “my current systems chief.”“Is she even old enough to
drive?” Garver scoffs.“I ran down six BeiTech goons in a truck once, if that counts?”Boll motions
to her crew by the door. “This is First Lieutenant Winifred McCall, my head of security. Beside
her is Second Lieutenant Ezra Mason of the United Terran Authority, my acting air wing
leader.”Mason smirks. “Such as it is.”“And how old are you, son?” Garver asks.Mason’s easy
smile vaporizes at that.“I’m not your son, sir.”“Mr. Garver,” Boll says crisp. “Kady is here because
she’s the most qualified computer tech aboard. Lieutenant Mason is an experienced Cyclone
pilot with half a dozen confirmed enemy kills. Ms. Donnelly has joined us because Chief Grant
has rather forcefully insisted that her tactical expertise may be of assistance.”Garver snorts.
“This is my boss’s kid, and so far her ‘tactical expertise’ has been responsible for— Look,
Hanna, I’m very sorry for your loss, but—”Chief Grant speaks over him, eyes closed, his face
pale with pain. “Ben, Hanna Donnelly just successfully defended Heimdall from a group…of
highly trained BeiTech operatives while you were locked up in the entertainment center. So shut
up, and let’s…g-get on with this before they show up to slice and…dice me.”“I still don’t accept
that,” Garver snaps. “You call it a defense, but there’s a smoking hole where the station used to
be, and we’re on the wrong side of it!”“And alive to ████ about it.” Grant winces, smothering a
cough. “Which is more than you can say…for our invaders. Maybe you’d have preferred to wait
on Heimdall for the drone fleet…to arrive?”
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Destiny B., “Absolute perfection. This is how finales are supposed to be written.. Wow. Where do
I even begin? This is one of my favorite series of all time, and I was so eager and terrified to see
it end. Jay and Amie have scripted the most beautiful world, with the most lovable, endearing
characters, and I was horrified to see how the war would end—but, above all else, I knew this
would be a ride I couldn’t miss. I genuinely don’t even know how to break this review up,
because I don’t know how to explain to you all just how much this book meant to me, and how
perfectly satisfied I was with it as the ending to our journey."Kady looks back and forth between
the girls and shrugs.“At least our lives will have been worth dying for.”"→ Kady Grant / Ezra
Mason ←Our original duo, and quite frankly, my favorites. I loved them in the first book, but we
see an entirely different side of the couple in the finale. They’re exhausted, beaten down,
grieving, and full of rage, but they’re still clinging to hope. If anyone can put on a strong front and
pretend like everything isn’t going to hell around them, it’s these two. Kady is one of my favorite
female protagonists of all time, and she didn’t let me down. She’s wickedly intelligent, and an
emotional powerhouse who manages to ground everyone around her, no matter how bad things
get. Ezra is honestly the perfect counterpart to her with his humor and warmth, and I would be
the first one in line for a 600-page collection of pure fluff and cuteness between these two."And
he kisses her like she’s the first, last and only thing he’ll ever need, like he’s learning every last
part of her. Reverently, like this moment is holy."→ Hanna Donnelly / Nik Malikov ←I wasn’t sure
how I would feel about watching the two couples meet and interact with one another—would
they mesh well? Would it feel natural?—but it was honestly perfection. With her astonishing
strength and fighting prowess, coupled with her tactical brain and wit, Hanna meshes beautifully
with Kady. Nik and Ezra are both our natural pros at banter, and the two of them together?
Hilarious. Constantly a bright spot in horrifically dark times, and I loved the reprieve their taunts
and jabs offered. Hanna and Nik together, though? I know a common complaint in Gemina
reviews is that they didn’t know each other well enough to fall for one another, and I won’t spoil
anything, but that topic is touched on really solidly in this finale, and I applaud the authors for
being willing to tackle it on page.“We invaded these people’s homes, Cherry. Bombed them to
███. Killed their families. You think this isn’t a battle? This is a ████ing war.”→ Asha Grant / Rhys
Lindstrom ←When I first learned that Asha would be one of our protagonists in Obsidio, I was
stunned. I’d been perfectly content to count her a loss in the first two books, when Kady
mourned the loss of her cousin, but I’m really pleased that she was included as a character. She
didn’t feel quite as three-dimensional as the other girls did to me, but I think that was fully to pin
on the fact that this book was non-stop action and suspense with very little time for a lot of
character development. Rhys struggled with the same problem, but despite not getting to spend
much alone time with either of them, I still enjoyed them tremendously as characters and was
certainly rooting for them throughout the entire thing. There’s a sub-plot arc with Asha and a little
girl she’s rescued named Katya, and the maternal vibes it gave off? Everything."I feaR this ship



will neeD knives soon, Little SpiDeR."→ Ella Malikova ←Everyone’s favorite little hacker girl did
not fail to impress in this installment. I absolutely adored Ella in Gemina and desperately hoped
she would get a substantial amount of screen time in the finale, so I was beyond ecstatic to
spend so much time with her. True to her nature, she is still hilarious, snarky, and brilliant with a
keyboard—but she also develops in the sense that we see her develop an affection for Hanna
that is sisterly and precious. I love my little Spider girl, and what I wouldn’t give for a whole spin-
off about her."She cradles me to her breastand I cannot feel the warmth of her skin.Cannot hold
her as she holds me.And I cannot recall ever feeling so alone.< error >"→ Artificial Intelligence
Defense Analytics Network ←I am without words. AIDAN plays such a tremendously fascinating
role in this story—truly, it would be nothing without its logic, vicious honesty, and fiercely
protective nature of Kady, the last of which we see bloom quickly in this final installment. If you
noticed AIDAN growing more human-like and emotional in Gemina, just wait until Obsidio, where
we get to see it depict humor, sorrow, loneliness, and even jealousy. There’s nothing that I can
really tell you about AIDAN without offering up a million spoilers for this finale, so I’ll just say that,
if you love AIDAN even half as much as I do, I don’t think a single part of you will be disappointed
by this book."I know their names.Iknowtheirfaces."→ supporting cast ←There are a million and
one characters in each installment of this story, and Obsidio is no different, but they each feel so
complex and unique and perfectly human that I am consistently stunned by how easy it is to
keep them all apart. We have entire spaceships and armies full of supporting characters, so I’ll
just name a few favorites:• Isaac Grant: #SquadDad goals for life. We’ve got a crew full of
orphans running around at this point, and Isaac doesn’t hesitate to take them all under his wing. I
have probably never loved a parental figure in any YA story half as much as I love him, and I
spent the entire book laughing and crying over his pep talks, jokes, and desperate attempts to
make everyone stop swearing.• Duke Wozniak: Ah, “The Duke”. One of Rhys’ co-soldiers, he
refers to himself in the third person, is missing half of his tongue, and sleeps in full armor no
matter what. I love this guy. I know he’s on the “wrong side” of things in the story, but he’s a
fantastic example of how there are people on both sides who don’t have bad intentions—they’re
just doing what they can to survive.• Yukiko Oshiro: Rhys’ sergeant and “shadow”, responsible
for keeping him out of trouble at all costs. This poor woman is shown from the beginning to be in
so far over her head that she’s doing everything she can to stay afloat, no matter what it takes.
Despite how much I wanted to dislike her for some of her decisions, I couldn’t help but
constantly root for her and hope she would see the light.“The die is cast. But today we will shake
the table upon which it lands.”→ action and war ←While the other two books had plenty of scenes
that were written for character development, or plotting, or explaining the ins and outs of
spacetime, dimensions, ships, etc., Obsidio comes in with a hook and doesn’t relent until the
very end. There is so much action and tension in this story that I literally spent the last 150
pages with a feeling of nausea I couldn’t quite shake. There were pages that left me trembling,
sobbing so hard I could not think straight—much less see the words on the pages. I cannot
express to you how invested I was in this story, and how desperate I became to reach the end



and see where the die would fall. The final battle was scripted so fluidly and to utter perfection; I
could not, and would not, have asked for more."I am not good.Nor am I evil.I am no hero.Nor am
I villain.< error >< error >IamAIDAN."→ final thoughts ←If my incessant gushing and compliments
to Jay and Amie’s storyweaving has not been enough to sell you on this book, I can’t think of a
single other thing I could say to do the job, honestly. As I mentioned at the start, The Illuminae
Files is, without question, one of my favorite series in life, and I can only count one or two other
series in the world whose finales have pleased me as much as Obsidio did. I cannot recommend
this series, and this book, highly enough, and I sincerely hope that you will give it a try. I cannot
wait to see what Jay and Amie craft in their next adventure together.”

April, “Don't tell me Science Fiction is dead. Listen, don't you dare tell me Science Fiction is
dead. If someone says that to you, take Gemina (It's the bigger of the three) and slam it over
their head.The only way to adequately describe this book without spoilery bits is to just drop a
slew of curse words and drown it all in tears. But Amazon hates it when I cuss and never
publishes those reviews so here we are.Basically, go to the beginning. Go buy Illuminae right
now, and Gemina and Obisido. Buy them, read them, forget you are even on this planet and
instead be enveloped by the stars above.Amie and Jay are ******* metal. They laugh at our
weeping, get drunk on our tears and lap up our outcries. And yet, they also slap us on the back
and say, "cheer up, chum, you got this."Obsidio not only exceeded expectations but *******
smashed them all to ****. Thoroughly ******* ****** them up. If I could give the Illuminae_files as a
whole a rating, there wouldn't be enough stars in our universe, or the other.Stop reading this
review and read these books instead.”

brxey, “AMAZING Finale for and AMAZING Series. A million stars for the BEST series finale I
have ever read! I want everyone to read it so this review will be spoiler-free.Coming off of the
amazing characters and twisty, action-packed plots introduced in Illuminae and Gemina, Obsidio
had kind of a big job. There were so many plotlines and character arcs to tie up, I wasn’t sure
how it was going to go; however I’m glad to say that for me, Obsidio completely surpassed all
expectations. It was a satisfying conclusion that stayed true to all of the elements I loved from the
first two books—well developed characters, insane plot and suspense, beautiful original design
and images; and of course the incomparable AIDAN.I was so stuck on the edge of my seat
waiting to see what would happen next that I didn’t take the time to consider how sad I would be
to see these characters’ story end. But now that it’s over I’m realizing how much I’m going to
miss navigating new adventures with them.Our crew were well developed in Illuminae and
Gemina, but here we are given even more context and character development for the Illuminae
Group as they execute their final face off with BeiTech; in addition to the introduction of Asha and
Rhys, whom I love dearly.I wasn’t sure if I could be shocked in the same way by the plot of this
book after the first two, but I was in suspense and trying to guess everyone’s next moves the
whole time and I was really almost never right—but in the best way possible of course!As ever,



the formatting, the sketches, and all of those visual details that set these books apart were
fantastic. Not to mention that in this book the hardcover beneath the dust jacket is SILVER—so
beautiful!!I absolutely loved this book and this series and cannot wait for more from these
authors!”

Carly, “Beautifully composed and had me on the edge of my seat throughout.. Obsidio is the last
and currently the final installment of the Illuminae series. Like the two books prior, it is set above
a spacecraft, this time the Mao. The characters we have come to know and love are present
continuing the story of the trials and tribulations that await them.The book is comprised of the
same interview, video, email format as the previous books in the series, but I felt that this one
was more descriptive as it guided you towards the 'grand finale' in what turns out to be an epic
battle.Like the previous books the body count is phenomenal but the determination of the
teenagers who are fighting for justice has you on the edge of your seat throughout each
segment.With resources running low they are all forced to acknowledge that they need to return
to the planet Karenza, but they're all uncertain as to what they may find.Prepare to be amazed
once again by all the well thought out and unexpected plot twists, and to be enamoured with
some new characters who are bringing the war to an end. It is well worth the read and I would
recommend to anyone who would like to try a new series, or who likes sci-fi novels.”

Zaide Nicholas, “Utterly amazing. I am in love. With this book, with the characters, with the whole
series!Illuminae shot into my top five favourite reads as soon as I finished it, Gemina quickly
followed, and now Obsidio has rounded off the trilogy making it one of my all time
favourites.These books are incredible. The format and style in which they're told (through
reports, chat transcripts & security footage) is amazing and utterly unique. The characters are
brave, inspiring and have strong personalities. The storyline is smart, action-packed and full of
twists and turns - I was hooked from the very start.Kady and Ezra remain my favourite pair from
Illuminae and it's great to see them still supporting each other and leading the resistance.These
books boast not only great, authentic romances, but some wonderful and supportive friendships
too.We also have the return of our favourite murderous AI, Aidan, and he's back to his usual
tricks but I can't help but love him. Bizarrely the AI might be my favourite character of this series,
I never expected there to be so much depth and feeling to Aidan.This was such a spectacular
ending to one of the best sci-fi series I've ever read.”

Fanni, “The conclusion of an epic space adventure!. OH WOW! Again, the authors blew my mind!
The first 300 pages were a very long prologue and it was nice but nothing special happened
compared to the first two books. But after our heros got a chance to shine bright and try to save
everyone's asses I basically flew right through the rest of the book!It was exciting, breathtaking
and even unexpected sometimes! All the small touches the authors made brought the story
closer. Everyone's personality was uniquely described and loveable!My new bookboyfriends are



LT Babyface, Hustler and my fav AnalystThe format fortuantely changed a bit with the
handwritten notes and prevented it from going boring. It was a nice move as well to provide
glimpses into the forming of the Illuminae Group and to get to know who our favourite analyst
(Analyst ID 7213-0089-DN) was.AIDAN was.. well AIDAN! But it again showed some interesting
issues in connection with artificial intelligence!I missed the new scientific aspect that the other
two books provided.But instead there were some interesting thoughts about war and the horrible
attrocities and war crimes that happen during a conflict like this! I loved it!Fortunately the book
isn't lacking humor and the characters personality traits bring the perfect amount of friction! All in
all I enjoyed this book and loved the series! Highly suggest it to everyone!”

Dead Good Book Reviews, “that I wasn’t going to like the new characters. I was worried in the
run-up to reading this, that I wasn’t going to like the new characters. It’s always a risk with a final
book, you don’t have a lot of time to introduce new people and to let us fall in love with them
(especially if you are also bringing back a whole host of old characters to boot!). I was pleasantly
surprised by how easy it was to love these two, and how rich they were (not financially), the
details in their personalities and their voices were communicated within a few pages and I was
hooked. Of course, I loved the old characters and familiar faces, but it was delightful to also get
that injection of something fresh and new.This very much felt like a finale. It built wonderfully, as
these books do, with countdowns at various points and statistics to keep you on your toes. I
devoured this book in about four hours because I could feel myself being pulled towards the end
(I would say climax but that sounds a little lewd). I don’t want to get too much into the plot
because I don’t want to spoil anything, but it is brutal, all-encompassing and hugely powerful. I
think it’s the perfect blend of science fiction and reality, such a wealth of detail is provided – even
in this unique format – that you can’t help but feel that it is all real.These books have always been
wonderful for exploring ethical dilemmas and Obsidio is no exception. I actually gasped out loud
at several page turns (much to the despair of my husband who wanted absolutely no spoilers
whatsoever. I also laughed out loud at several points. I know for a fact that I have the same sense
of humour as both authors as no matter how dark their books are I always manage to laugh
along with them.I thought that the ‘means of communication’ in this book were a little less varied
than they have been in previous books? That might just be me misremembering and it isn’t so
much a criticism as it is something to note, you do get to read some fun handwritten notes and
there are some more unique ways of communicating plot alongside the usual emails, IMs and
chains of consciousness from AIs.This book is gorgeous, it’s hard-hitting it’s nail-biting it’s a
whole host of other words that I cannot pull together. Is there romance? Yes, as much as there is
in the previous books. I personally like the romance in all three books, but if that’s something you
avoid consider yourself warned.Should you read this? If you liked the previous books then
definitely yes, it holds up. If you haven’t yet and you aren’t sure, then I say go for it! These are
wonderful books and now I can say the entire series is great!My rating: 5/5 stars”



Charlotte, “SPOILER FREE: A fitting conclusion to a wonderful series. I wanted to savour this
book and take my time over it, but I devoured it in two sittings, staying up much too late just to
get to the end.Obsidio pulls together the two storylines from Illuminae and Gemina neatly
splicing them into a third storyline set back on Kerenza. It is everything it should be - fast paced,
exciting and high stakes. The writing once again brings unique voices into play and it's easy to
tell who's telling the story (when it's being told!) from that alone. In particular I have greatly
enjoyed one character's journey throughout all three books from villain to tragic hero.It's
impossible to review anything in this series without addressing the production. It is, as ever,
stunning. Kristoff, Kaufman and their production team have outdone themselves with this and
once again an already enjoyable story is elevated to something truly special through the
presentation. The collection of ephemera and excerpts makes for a very contemporary riff on the
epistolary novel. Dracula, this is not.My one criticism is that in places things felt a little too neat,
though the twists and turns of the story often went to places I didn't expect.Bring on the
Andromeda Cycle!”
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